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WelcomeWelcome
At TS-Life we are all strong by nature™

FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY. This document is simply a description of how commissions may be earned under the TS-Life Compensation Plan. Any potential
compensation is based on actual sales results and no commissions or bonuses are ever paid simply for introducing new people to TS-Life. All references to income or 
earnings, actual or potential, implied or stated, are for explanation and illustration purposes only. They should not be construed as average or typical. TS-Life does not 
warrant, guarantee or assure that any level of income, earnings or success can or will be attained by any TS-Life Independent Distributor (Stars). All TS-Life Stars are 
responsible for meeting all qualifications, deadlines and/or customer requirements of their applicable level. Actual earnings or income will vary based on each Star’s
level of sales and will be a result of various factors such as expertise, ability, motivation and time spent promoting and selling TS-Life products and services.



Retail Bonus

Up�

100%
                       Markup

TS-Life offers Stars the opportunity to establish a base of customers 
whose purchases generate retail earnings as well as commissionable 
volume (CV) . There are no requirements and no qualifications
necessary to earn retail commissions. This means that anyone can 
start to earn from sales made straight away. ££
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Examp�
Retails at £40
Product CV  = 30 CV

Commission = £15
(Retail Commissions are 50% of 30 CV)

PLUS 100% OF THE CV FOR THE SALE WILL BE ADDED ONTO YOUR LOWER LEG VOLUME*
*Must be Active Status

You can mark up our unique trial packs up to 100%
if retailing to customers ‘Hand to Hand’. 

Stars are business owners that have access to Wholesale Price sets
and products often come in sets of 4 that can be retailed individually.

Retails at £80
Product FV = 60 FV

Fast Start 1 Commission = £24
(to your personally enrolled Star)

Fast Start 2 Commission = £6 (to you)
(Fast Start 1 Commissions are 40% of FV,
Fast Start 2 commissions are 10% of FV)

PRODUCT
EXAMPLE



Fast Start 1 * 
TS-Life Stars can receive a 40% commission from sales of product 
packs with a First Order Volume (FV) of your personally
enrolled Stars. These packs are available upon enrolment as
an option to new Stars. Each new person you enroll is eligible 
for this program and commissions are paid monthly.

Fast Start 2 * 
If any of your personally enrolled Stars achieve Fast Start 1 
bonus, you can receive an additional 10% commission from 
that sale also.

Fast Start Bonus

Examp�
Retails at £80

Product FV = 60 FV
Fast Start 1 Commission = £24

(to your personally enrolled Star)
Fast Start 2 Commission = £6 (to you)

(Fast Start 1 Commissions are 40% of FV,
Fast Start 2 commissions are 10% of FV)

Retails at £80
Product FV = 60 FV

Fast Start 1
Commission = £24

(Fast Start  1
Commissions

are 40% of FV)

Examp�
TS-Life Stars can receive a 40% commission from sales of product TS-Life Stars can receive a 40% commission from sales of product TS-Life Stars can receive a 40% commission from sales of product TS-Life Stars can receive a 40% commission from sales of product 
packs with a First Order Volume (FV) of your personallypacks with a First Order Volume (FV) of your personally
enrolled Stars. These packs are available upon enrolment asenrolled Stars. These packs are available upon enrolment asenrolled Stars. These packs are available upon enrolment as
an option to new Stars. Each new person you enroll is eligible an option to new Stars. Each new person you enroll is eligible an option to new Stars. Each new person you enroll is eligible an option to new Stars. Each new person you enroll is eligible 

Fast Start 2 * Fast Start 2 * 

Product FV = 60 FV

Commission = £24

*Must be Active Status



Leadership Earnings
As your team grows, you can receive Leadership commissions from 
not only the sales of people you have personally enrolled but from 
the sales of the people they and others have enrolled as well. 

You can build a left team and a right team that is built from you 
and your team who add new Stars that sell products. You can be 
paid a percentage, ranging from 10% to 20% based on your lower 
team’s (lower leg)  group commissionable volume.
These commissions are paid monthly.

LEFT
TEAM

Y�

LEFT
TEAM

RIGHT
TEAM

RIGHT
TEAM

Pay Examp�
LEFT TEAM SALES
= 10,000 CV
(10,000 is less than the right 
team sales of 15,000)

RIGHT TEAM SALES
= 15,000 CV
(right team sales are 5000 more 
than left team sales of 10,000)

10% - 20% is paid out
based on Rank of the
lesser leg volume 10,000

5,000 CV goes into the
VAULT for the next month!
(15,000 – 10,000)

To be qualified you must initially personally sponsor two Stars 
that are currently active with a minimum of 60 SV, one placed 
in your left team and one in your right team.

 *  After this initial qualification you can qualify with two personally sponsored 
    active Stars anywhere in your organization. 

** SV is Sales Volume attached to a product.
    This value can often be higher than CV.

Leadership Qualified

60 SV 60 SV

60 SV

RIGHT STAR

Y�

LEFT
STAR

RIGHT
STAR



Match Bonus*

Level 1 - Your personally enrolled

Level 2 - Your personally enrolled’s personally enrolled

Mat� Bonus Examp�

Y�

11 1

22 2Unlim�ed Unlim�ed

Level 2
Earn 50%

Level 1
Earn 55%

Match 1
Earn matching commissions 30% - 55% match of your personally 
sponsored’s leadership earnings.
(refer to Plan Overview for Qualifications)

*Commission paid out monthly if eligible

Match 2
Earn matching commissions 5% to 50% match of your
personally sponsored’s personally sponsored
leadership earnings.
(refer to Plan Overview for Qualifications)



Extra Features
Stretch Bonus
When Stars begin building their first teams we 
reward this crucial step by adding the Stretch 
Bonus from Director Rank or greater. This is very 
beneficial to those starting their TS-Life journey. 
This bonus is paid each and every time a Star 
achieves Director Rank or greater.

Examp�
A Director Ranked Star may have a weaker leg CV of 500.

Leadership Earnings of  10% of weaker leg 500 CV = £50

Stretch Bonus is always £60

Total = £110

tretched

Retail Boost
A TS-Life Star that is Active Status can enjoy the 
benefit of their total PSV added into their leg with 
the lesser amount of volume for the commission 
month being considered for bonuses.  The amount 
that adds into a Star’s lesser leg is 100% of the total.

%

Low Qualification
Requirements
TS-Life believes in ethical requirements for our
Stars to earn commissions, even at the highest
ranking in our pay plan the requirements remain
low. Retail Earnings can be achieved without any
qualifications.



Plan Overview
Retail
All ranks with NO REQUIREMENT

Fast Start
All ranks when Active Status

Fast Start 2
All ranks when Active Status

Stretch
All ranks from Director

Optimized for your Success

FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY. This document is simply a description of how commissions may be earned under the TS-Life Compensation Plan. Any potential compensation is based on actual sales results and no commissions or bonuses are ever paid simply for introducing new people to TS-Life. All references to income or 
earnings, actual or potential, implied or stated, are for explanation and illustration purposes only. They should not be construed as average or typical. TS-Life does not warrant, guarantee or assure that any level of income, earnings or success can or will be attained by any TS-Life Independent Distributor (Stars). All TS-Life Stars are 
responsible for meeting all qualifications, deadlines and/or customer requirements of their applicable level. Actual earnings or income will vary based on each Star’s level of sales and will be a result of various factors such as expertise, ability, motivation and time spent promoting and selling TS-Life products and services.
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Comp Plan Definitions Definitions Definitions Definitions
Active Status - A TS-Life Star who has accumulated 60 PSV of sales at any given point of the calendar month cycle.  This can be made up from personal wholesale sales or customer retail sales.

 *A Star does not need to have Active Status to earn Retail Earnings.

PSV - Also known as Personal Sales Volume, is volume that is credited to you personally when you sell a product. Please note some TS-Life products have less than 60 SV which does not satisfy the requirement for being active. Please check 

the product SV in the TS-Life shopping cart before placing your order.

CV - Also known as commissionable volume, is volume that is created when an item is sold that has a CV value tied to it. So for example, the Supanova has a CV of 30 tied to it. So when someone orders it, 30 CV points are added to the team 

genealogy in that particular spot in the family tree. That means anyone in line before that point in the tree will see that 30 CV on either their left or right team and that will be used to calculate their commissions or sales totals for that 

week.

GCV - Also known as group commissionable volume, is collection of all the CV on someone’s left or right team. For example, if someone had 100 x 30 CV Team orders on their left team, they would have 3000 GCV for that particular week. 

GCV is also added to carryover volume from month to month, which could change your GCV number. In the example of 3000 GCV there could be 1000 point carryover in the ‘vault’ from the month before and would make the GCV 4000.

WLV - Also known as weak leg volume, is the team in your organization with the lesser amount of volume for the commission month being considered for

bonuses. Pay Leg Volume (PLV) - The team leg with the least amount of volume regardless if it’s the right or left team leg after any carryover volume is added.

Leadership Qualified – A TS-Life Star who is leadership qualified has at least one ACTIVE Status personally sponsored Star or higher on the right AND left team leg during the pay period initially. After this first time qualification, a Star is 

deemed Leadership Qualified if they have 2 personally sponsored Active Status Stars anywhere in their organisation.

PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY

This document and only this document will act as the o�cial TS-Life Limited compensation plan reference document for all of our Stars (Independent Distributors). 

Any other documents or verbal promises made to you that are not reflected in this document should be considered inaccurate or unofficial. Contact TS-Life Customer Support with any questions regarding the compensation plan, 

including rank qualifications and bonus qualifications before the end of the commission cycle in question. Each distributor is personally responsible for his or her account. Everyone eligible for compensation under the TS-Life compensation 

plan is responsible for meeting all applicable requirements, qualifications, and deadlines, as well as being in generally good standing with TS-Life, without exception.

Any dispute as to whether a qualification or requirement was met will be resolved solely at the discretion of TS-Life.




